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Poll #1

Tell us all the ways you are engaged with the 
PPR?

• I prepare a PPR for our PABSS.

• I oversee the PPR process.

• I write up cases.

• I use it for internal accountability.

• I use it to tell the story of our PABSS.



Learning Objectives

• Recognize three types of information that the 
federal funders get from the PPRs.

• Name four questions that should be answered 
by every case example in a PPR.

• Pinpoint three ways that you could improve 
your agencies PPR.



Purposes of the PPR

1) Federal compliance and reporting

2) Diagnostic tool to examine local needs

3) Internal accountability tool

4) Public relations

5) Public policy



Federal Reporting

• Statutory requirement;

• Accountability for use of federal funds to meet 
program mandates;

• Formal communication mechanism with 
program offices;

• Compliance monitoring information; and

• Opportunity to explain unmet goals.



What Are the Agencies Looking For?

• Does your PPR accurately reflect the work of 
your agency?

• Are you in compliance with program guidelines?

• Are you collecting and reporting data accurately?

• Do you explain unusual trends or problems?



High-quality Work Reflected in PPRs

• Outreach to underserved populations;

• Individual casework and systemic 
interventions to create change;

• Diversity of media outlets for education and 
outreach;

• Systems advocacy and/or class action; and

• Positive employment outcomes from your 
efforts. 



Concern: Data Collection

• If you use “other” as a category for any entry –
please provide specific information about what 
occurred as part of your narrative section.   

• Spell out your acronyms and abbreviations 

– DVRS

– CBVI

– DIDD

– MHSA



Concern: Case Numbers

• Unclear counting of individuals and cases:

– “may not be giving themselves credit for number 
of cases they serve.”
• If number of people served is low, explain why;

• Be careful you are not underreporting;

– Make sure staff at the PABSS all count cases the same way

• Record individuals, do not round up or down;

• Review your internal record keeping for inconsistencies; and

• One reviewer questioned if inaccurate case numbers were an 
error or reflected inadequate ability of staff.



Poll 2

• Do you run PPR data more than once  year?

• If you run it more than once a year, do you run 
it

– Mid-year

– Quarterly

– Monthly

– Other



Practical Tips: Data Collection

• Run PPR data at mid-year (end of March)

• Compare data with projected priorities and 
objectives for the year 

• Separate advocacy on behalf of individuals 
into separate “cases” 



Practical Tips: Data Collection

• Explain clearly when a goal is not met
Example 1:  develop workshops for VRA counselors on 

PABSS and WIPA services, Ticket to Work legislation and 
Employment Networks.

Example 2: create educational materials that are easily 
accessible, especially to younger individuals. This may include 
informational YouTube videos, educational webinars, 
informational packages

• If mentioned and not completed in the next performance 
cycle tell us why it was not done --- was the need met in 
another way, was there a lack of resources, etc.  



Narratives

• Narratives not written clearly:
– “work on writing report rather than cutting and pasting 

case notes.”

– “not sure this report is the best that they could do.”
• Make narratives easy to read and follow;

• Clarify who you helped, what you did, and what was the outcome;  
If not finished please include an update in the next report; 

• How does this example relate to the goals of the PABSS program; 

• Check for grammatical errors;

• Make sure reports are easily understood by individuals unfamiliar 
with the programs; and  

• Explain acronyms and any abbreviations as they vary from state to 
state.



Practical Tips: Narratives

• Ask advocates and attorneys to write a 
narrative when closing the case

• Edit the narratives as soon as possible to avoid 
editing so many in October

• The broader the impact of the narrative, the 
better

– Example: Class action lawsuit stemming from 
individual advocacy.  



Practical Tips: Narratives

• Use narratives with a wide range of remedies

– Technical assistance (stories about self-advocacy 
are powerful for all audiences)

– Litigation demonstrates the significance of the 
PABSS legal advocacy 

– Mention barriers to employment and remedies to 
employment issues to demonstrate the value of 
PABSS in the return to work arena



Reporting on Collaboration

• Report on collaborations with WIPA and other 
Social Security Community Partners

• Consider including collaborative efforts with 
other significant partners

• Include relevant information in case narratives



Practical Tips: Getting Started

• Keep “Folders” in email

– Legislative advocacy

– Media 

– Casework narratives

– Training and outreach 

– Systemic advocacy

– Specific projects within your agency 



Getting Organized

• Do you have other tips for organizing your 
PPRs that you can share?

– Put them in the chat box or make a note of them 
and we will come back to these at the end of the 
session



Constructing Casework Examples

• Read, review and be familiar with your Terms and 
Conditions and select appropriate examples to 
demonstrate the breadth of your work. Connect 
case examples to Social Security priorities;

• Provide a diverse set of examples to show the 
diversity of work within the agency;

• Ensure the examples demonstrate service to the 
PABSS target populations; and

• Start with a topic sentence that defines the issue,   
describe the action taken, and follow up with the 
outcome you achieved. 



Casework (continued)

• Assume the reader is not familiar with your PABSS, 
state agencies or organizations in your state or 
territory;

• Write out acronyms and abbreviations;
• Use simple terminology- avoid jargon readers may not 

understand;
• Use person first language – for example, individual with 

a disability; and
• Keep the identity of consumers anonymous:

– Use “person,” “individual,” “client.”
– Stay neutral- avoid emotionally charged or judgmental 

language.



Evaluate Case Example

• What is the problem ?

• What did the PABSS do to solve the problem ?

• What is the outcome ?

• What are the next steps, if any ?



Good Case Example

• The PABSS represented an SSI client with a cognitive 
disability who lived in a group home.  She was provided 
a 2 week internship with a transit company doing 
routine office work.  At the end of it she was not 
offered a job because of low productivity. VR closed 
her case. The client wanted to continue pursuing an 
employment goal and asked for PABSS  help appealing 
VRs decision.  The advocate found that VR had 
provided her with only one opportunity for a trial work 
experience.  No assessments had been done and there 
was not  clear and convincing evidence that the client 
could not work. 



Good Case Example (continued)

• The advocate insisted that VR re-open the case 
and worked with the client and VR to develop an 
interest inventory which included several viable 
job goals.   The client is now completing an 
internship in an assisted living facility near her 
house. The facility staff are happy with her work 
and have expressed an interest in hiring her as 
she interacts well with the residents and assists 
them in various activities especially in the rec 
center and dining hall. 



Indistinct Example

• PABSS was contacted by a 28-year-old who receives 
SSDI and who was having trouble finding 
transportation to work. They contacted PABSS in X 
state asking for assistance with this and for help 
understanding how work impacted their SSDI 
benefits. The PABSS Advocate encouraged VR to 
purchase reliable transportation to and from work 
for client. The PABSS Advocate also explained Social 
Security benefits and how work can affect those 
benefits to the client.



Data

• Explain if there is significant change in the 
types of issues beneficiaries are facing;

• Explain why particular target numbers were 
chosen; and

• If goals were unmet, describe any resource 
inadequacies, restrictive program criteria, or 
other impediments such as external changes, 
i.e. the recession or veterans returning from 
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.



Practical Tips: Training & Outreach

• Gather information all year long

• Gather any correspondence about training 
and outreach in an email folder 

• Keep minutes from meetings 

• Maintain a list of all training completed by 
PABSS staff



A Few Final Thoughts

• Before submitting PPRs, make sure the reports 
accurately represent the work your agency does;

• Have a writer and an editor proof the report; 

• Run spell check and make sure any terms not 
included in spell check are spelled correctly; and

• If you are unclear about any part of the PPR 
process, contact your Social Security Project 
Officer for help.



Office of Beneficiary Outreach and 
Employment Support

Social Security Project Officers

• Djuna Mitchell, 202-358-6009 and Djuna.Mitchell@ssa.gov

• Margery McIver, 410-965-6878 and 
Margery.McIver@ssa.gov

• Terri Uttermohlen, 410-966-2082 and 
Terri.Uttermohlen@ssa.gov 
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Training and Advocacy Support Center

National Disability Rights Network

900 Second Street, NE, Suite 211

Washington, DC 20002
Tel. 202-408-9514  ◊ Fax: 202-408-9520  ◊ TTY: 202-408-9521

www.tascnow.org 


